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High resolution in '1/30,000, accurate and stable, The precision setting is flexible 

and the maximum resolution can be 1/300000 

Use battery and plug in dual mode to avoid power instability or power failure. 

Single point and multi-point calibration function to ensure weighing accuracy 

Automatic average unit weighing function to ensure counting accuracy. 

Automatically adjust zeros and filter software, weighing reaction speed can be 

adjusted according to different environments. 

LCD screen display with LED backlight ensures weighing data can be clearly 

seen in dim light conditions. 

Three stage quantity warning function. It can set upper limit, standard, lower limit 

quantity warning, and has a set of memory function. 

Number cumulating function and can display one by one, also has eliminating 

function. 

It can be equipped with two-way RS-232+RELAY+RTC interface, external PC, all 

kinds of self-adhesive printer, firing pin printer and so on. 

Small and exquisite appearance and can be used as a balance as well as 

counting scale. 

Specifications 

• 

• 

Model SKY-C-300 � SKY-C-1500 
----------------- -------

SKY-C-3000 

Capacity (g) 300 600 1500 3000 

Division (g) 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 

Weighing units kg, g, lb, Cj, Tj, Hj 

Display LCD count integration 

Weighing pan (mm) f 117·7mm 

Dimension (mm) 238'175'75mm 

Weight 980g 

Battery Lead acid Battery 6V1 .3A 

Certificate CE 

The specifications and external design are subject to change without notice for further improvement 
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Jadever Scale Co., Ltd. 
Add: SF, No.11 Wu-Chuan 1 Rd, 
Sinjhuang District, New Taipei 
City.Taiwan 248 
Tel : 886-2-22990203 
Fax: 886-2-22990204 
http: www.jadever.com 
E-mail:sales@jadever.com.tw

XI amen JadeverScale Co., Ltd. 
A.dd: 7F, No.40 Huli Avenua, Hull 
District. Xiamen 361006. Fujian. 
China 
Tel: 86-592-6037668 
Fax: 86-592-6037028 
http://www.Jadever.com 
E-mail:xmjadever@jadever.com.cn

Jadever Welgh1ech, Inc. 
Add: 16 LadyVeronic• Lane, 
Vaughan . Ontario l6A OG1 
Tel:1-905-482-2618 
Fax:1-905-887,4066 
http://WNw.jadeverscate.com 
E,mail:james@jadeverscale.com 


